
1/09/2008

The script is almost finished.  The producer of the Code is helping me and Lynne Carty out with the short.  So far 
we only have the script but we have a good idea of our actors. Our movie, The Big Payback, is about revenge: 
Two kids battle with a bully for the best year of their lives.This is our first year in the film festival and we are really 
excited to be making a short.  We are proud our fruit is eggplant, but we had originally planned on the tomato.  
Our short hopes to fool people into thinking it is a feature, much like the eggplant fools people into thinking it is a 
vegetable.



2/2/7/2008

You may be wondering who this Graham fellow is, but it really isn’t important to our film.  Today we 
started our filming with Tony our bully and it was awesome.  Except we had a few difficulties with 
Jeff the Janitor.  His constant vacuuming seemed to come at every time we tried filming.  But we 
had some luck with our props and camera handling.  Kristen, our editor, came out  of nowhere to 
help us today.  Our group, Eggplant, made a lot of progress and we can’t wait to film the rest of our 
movie!



3/10/2008

So Kristen, Nick and I (Lynne) are stuck here waiting until 3:20 to film because Mike The Idiot Gross got 
hours...We’re about halfway through filming but we only have 3 days left to shoot   (almost our entire crew 
plays lax), so this week is going to be pretty busy. So far the shots are coming out good and our film fest. 
master Joe Brady approves. Tomorrow is deff. going to be the most intense day because we’re shooting 
the crucial stairwell scene - we’re hoping to get out before midnight. Today we’re attempting to shoot the 
outside shots without our director, Michaela. Kristen and I hope that it goes quickly but that all depends on 
how ADHD Mike and Nick are (btw we don’t really hate Mike but the kid did let us down today).P.S. 
Brendan O’Neil has proven to be the star extra of our short...kid’s jacked.Here we go Eggplantttt.


